Shiatsu Tokyo -指圧東京-

Circle the location of the pain.
When does the pain start?

What did you do that made it painful?

What are the symptoms?

Where else does it hurt?

Do you have any other hospital visits?
Hospital Name
Diagnosis
Have you ever been hospitalized or had surgery before?
Disease
Write a consultation or request

☆Where did you hear about this store?

Name

Date of birth

Address
E-mail
Work

Phone number

Gender

Let us hear from you!
Please tell us about the good times and the good times, no matter how trivial they are.
We would appreciate your help. (It would be helpful if you could be as specific as possible.

1. What were you worried about before using here?

2.How did you get to know about here?

3. As soon as you found out about this clinic, did you use it?
If you didn't use it right away, why not?

4.What made you decide to use this clinic?

5. How did you feel after the treatment?
Please share your joy with us!

Nickname

Gender

Male

Female

Age

SHIATSU TOKYO -stamp card-

you receive a free 10-minute foot massage.

Enjoy the atmosphere
For those who want to eat a meal

A place for first-timers
to enjoy
Everyone's Reviews

Megu, Nao, 40s

The ambiance was good.
It was delicious!

Yuzu, 20s

Nori, 40s

For the first time in a
long time, I was able to
relax with my kids.

I was lucky enough to
walk in and find it
stylish and atmospheric.

In fact, try coming
to the store.

How do you know?
・Searching for "nearby cafes
・Facebook, Google Maps
・Friends Instagram

Stylish and in tune with my mood
There was something for the child to eat
There was a delicious curry!

What makes it different from other stores?
There's rice that even a one-yearold can eat!
There are flyers for various
stores.
There were books for kids to read!

For those who want to enjoy the atmosphere and eat
KISSA Yama

Search

Address: 1283-1, Tenryu-ku, Hamamatsu
City, Shizuoka Prefecture
Phone number 0539-25-1720
Opening hours Thursday through Sunday
11:00~17:00
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With cut styles
In hair arrangement
A hairdresser that makes
you twice as pretty

Comfortable to feel like
you've never been here before
Everyone's Reviews

Mr. Matsuki, 30s
Body and mind twice.
Refreshing!

Ohana, 30s

Rabbit, 30s
All the staﬀ are easy
to talk to and pleasant
to deal with

Ever in a hair salon
It is the most comfortable
store

In fact, try coming
to the store.

How do you know?
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What makes it different from other stores?

Set up nicely
There are private rooms
Cute earrings and piercings for sale
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2do Beauty Salons

Search

Address 4, Naka-ku, Hamamatsu City, Shizuoka
Phone number 053-522-8056
Open weekdays from 10 to 20 pm, weekends and
holidays from 9 to 7 pm
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About the owner
What kind of elementary
school student were you?
Old time nicknames

I liked to craft

Akkun
Because
my name is Akinori.

Addicted Play
Making a secret base

Hate classes
Episodes at play that

Arithmetic
I was bad at remembering
formulas

Me and my friends gathered
some wood and built a hut

Favorite class

Swimming

What I found out as an adult

Because of slow feet

Sorry for trespassing on someone else's
land

Owner
Mr. Akinori Hair

[Character] calm
The type of person who gets hooked
[Accomplishments] Okay!!
[Hobby] Camping and BBQing
[Favorite Movie] Forrest Gump

Thoughts on Patients

We want you to feel like bragging to the people around you.

Recommended Menu

Arranged cut
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Everyone's Reviews

グリーンカレー

I don't usually arrange my hair.
2do will arrange my hair for you.
Feel better by a cute arrangementup
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2do Beauty Salons
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Address 4, Naka-ku, Hamamatsu City, Shizuoka
Phone number 053-522-8056
Open weekdays from 10 to 20 pm, weekends and
holidays from 9 to 7 pm

About the owner
What kind of elementary
school student were you?
Old time nicknames

I loved books and creatures
Addicted Play

Naka
The teacher called me

Throwing rice
in the paddy ﬁeld
Episodes at play that

Hate classes

The rice thrown by a friend
hits my belly Blue bruise

Music
I was bad at the recorder

What I found out as an adult

Favorite class

Sorry to the parents. Make a secret
base in the attic.
Flooded and made the roof collapse.

History
Getting to know
the world's greats

Character: I don't want to show oﬀ too much. I am shy.
Hobbies: Surﬁng, reading and eating.
Plavate: Thanks for the opportunity to work
with so many colleagues
Owner

Naka

Thoughts on Patients

We want you to feel at home as a second home
Recommended Menu

Made with plenty of local ingredients

Clock Madam of Tenryu Ham

Everyone's Reviews

グリーンカレー
The response from customers is
I've had people tell me that it's
delicious.

For those who want to enjoy the atmosphere and eat
KISSA Yama
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Address: 1283-1, Tenryu-ku, Hamamatsu
City, Shizuoka Prefecture
Phone number 0539-25-1720
Opening hours Thursday through Sunday
11:00~17:00
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１.Shiatsu News

There are “361” acupressure points
recognized by the WHO in your body.

sample

Pushing on acupressure points will not
only treat erroneous condition of muscles
and nerves, it will also be effective for
autonomic nerves and internal organs.
There are different kinds of acupressure
points and performing acupressure,
acupuncture and moxibustion are highly
effective and immediate.

What I think
Why do African children
have such a cute smile?
They are full of hope.
Some people lose hope
when they grow up.
Their smiles give me hope.
Address
Phone
Working Days

123 tokyo Japan
012-3456-7891
Monday through Friday
10:00-16:00

There are “361” acupressure points
recognized by the WHO in your body.
Pushing on acupressure points will not
only treat erroneous condition of muscles
and nerves, it will also be effective for
autonomic nerves and internal organs.
There are different kinds of acupressure
points and performing acupressure,
acupuncture and moxibustion are highly
effective and immediate.

What I think

Address
Phone
Working Days

In the Eastern medicine, it is believed
that you have “Qi”, “energy for living”
flowing throughout your body.
Acupressure points are important for
adjusting the flow of Qi.
By pressuring such points, you will not
only make the flow of Qi smooth
but treat other parts, too.

What I think

Address
Phone
Working Days

In the Eastern medicine, it is believed
that “Qi” flows in one’s body.
This “Qi” is said to be vital energy for
maintaining one’s health
The paths of the flow are “meridians”
and
the spots where the flow of Qi gets
stagnant often are called acupressure
points.
So “by pressuring points to adjust the
flow of Qi, it will have an effect on the
parts which are led by meridians”.

What I think

Address
Phone
Working Days

Just like the nature has spring,
summer, autumn and winter, 12
months and 365 days a year,
it is thought that the human body has
12 and 365.

Anma was developed in China as
“Doin Ankyo” (Leading and Rubbing).
It is one of the treatments that spread
to the public as a massage.
The procedure is performed over one’s
garments and it starts from the trunk to
the tip of the body.
It is also called as a centrifugal
massage as the procedure starts off
from the heart.

What I think

Address
Phone
Working Days

Anma means “to press and to rub”.
It is said that the notion was brought to
Japan in the year 285.

The term “massage” comes from a
French word.
It is said that the origin of this word is a
combination of
the Arabic word “mass” (to press) and
the Greek word “sso” (to rub).
In massage, the procedure is directly
performed on one’s skin and
it is a centripetal practice as it moves
from the tips of the body to the trunk.

What I think

Address
Phone
Working Days

・The origin of acupressure is “hand
treatment”
(Healing effect from touching)
・Tokujiro Namikoshi developed the
practice of “acupressure” by combining
the Western and Eastern medicines
・He established “Japan Shiatsu
College”, the first school of
acupressure in Japan
・You need to study three years at
school and pass the national
examination in order to acquire the
acupressure license
・The motive behind Namikoshi was

What I think

Address
Phone
Working Days

his mother’s condition of polyarthritis
rheumatica, and his wish to relieve her
suffering as much as he could

The history of “Shiatsu”.
The founder of “Shiatsu” is Mr.
Namikoshi Tokujiro.

The origin of acupressure begins with
"treatment".
Since ancient times, human beings
have instinctively known that pain can
be relieved by touching the affected
area.
Mr.Namikoshi combined these
traditional techniques with Western
medical concepts to create a new
treatment and named it “Shiatsu”.

What I think

Address
Phone
Working Days

Shiatsu and health care
・ Regulate nerve function.
・Promotes internal organ reflexes
and regulates organ function
・Regulates hormone secretion.
・Correct the spine and improve
posture and skeletal position
・Proper digestion, absorption of
nutrients, and a healthy body.
・It reduces stress and promotes
harmony between body and mind.
・Since Shiatsu does not use any
equipment, it has no side effects and
can be applied to anyone from infants
to the elderly.

What I think

Address
Phone
Working Days

The key to good health and longevity is to
maintain the balance of the following five
principles by shiatsu.
① Good food
Take nutritionally balanced food daily.
② Good sleep
Always sleep and wake up at the same
time to get a good night's sleep.
③ bowel movements
By constantly adjusting the internal
organs, you can promote normal bowel
movements once a day without diarrhea
or constipation.
④ Good work
People will find life worthwhile if they
make an effort to reach their goals.

What I think

Address
Phone
Working Days

⑤ Good laugh
Only humans have a laughing muscle on
the face.

Acupressure and precautions
There are individual differences in how
pressure is felt, depending on the
muscle condition of each person.
For example, let's say that Mr. A and
Mr. B have the same degree of muscle
stiffness. When I press hard, Mr. A
may feel very good and comfortable,
but Mr. B may not and hurt.
In this way, even if the pressure is the
same, the feelings of A and B are
different, so it is important to control
the pressure.

What I think

Address
Phone
Working Days

Compression method
1. Vertical pressure principle
Instead of "pressing vertically against
the shiatsu surface," it means
"pressing vertically through the shiatsu
point.”
2. The principle of sustainability
That pressure continues for a certain
period of time or longer.
3. Focusing principle
It means focusing your mind.
Concentration is important for
everything.

What I think

Address
Phone
Working Days

“The Reason Why Foreigners Cannot
Get License in Japan”
There are only around one thousand
people who get the acupressure
license every year.
That is because since acupressure is
a special practice and has limited
number of teachers,
hence the limited number of people
for the license.
1.You have to pass the competitive
entrance exam
2. All lectures are conducted in
Japanese

What I think

Address
Phone
Working Days

3. You have to study very hard for the
national exam

When I went on the “travel to see
acupressure practices around the
world”,
there were so many people who
offered fake acupressure treatment.
・Treatment that press on the bones
・Treatment that pinch on the skins
・Treatment that put pressure and
stretch on the body
They all claimed that their treatment
was acupressure. But they were all
fake practices of acupressure.
That is why I founded shiatsu Tokyo
to introduce the authentic
acupressure.

What I think

Address
Phone
Working Days

